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Abstract 
Golin, M.J., How many maxima can there be? Computational Geometry: Theory and 
Applications 2 (1993) 335-353. 
Let C be a planar region. Choose n pointsp,, , p, I.I.D. from the uniform distribution over 
C. Let M: be the number of these points that are maximal. If C is convex it is known that 
either E(M:) = O(f) n or E(M:) = O(logn). In this paper we will show that, for genera1 C, 
there is very little that can be said, a-priori, about E(My). More specifically we will show that if 
g is a member of a large class of functions then there is always a region C such that 
E(M:) = Q&(n)). This class contains, for example, all monotonically increasing functions of 
the form g(n) = n”In@n, where O-C LY< 1 and @ ~0. This class also contains nondecreasing 
functions like g(n) = In* n. The results in this paper remain valid in higher dimensions. 
Keywords. Maxima; probabilistic analysis. 
1. Introduction 
Identifying the maximal elements in a set of n points is a problem which arises 
quite naturally in certain areas of statistics, economics, and of course comput- 
tional geometry [l, 111. The more efficient algorithms for finding maxima have 
bad worst-case behavior but run quickly in a probabilistic sense; i.e., they have 
fast expected running times when the inputs are chosen from certain distributions 
[l, 21. Since the run times of these algorithms are usually dependent upon the 
number of maxima they output, there has been a great deal of study of the 
expected number of maxima when the points are chosen from various specific 
distributions [ l-3,4,6]. 
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In this paper we study the converse of this problem. Let C be an arbitrary fixed 
region. We denote by Mz the number of maxima in a collection of 12 points 
chosen independently from C. Suppose g(x) 6x is a monotonically increasing 
function. We will show that for a large class of ‘good’ functions g it is possible to 
construct a planar region C such that E(Mz) = @(g(n)). 
The class of ‘good’ functions includes all monotonically increasing functions 
that are of regular variation and satisfy J‘T (g(u)/u’) du < 00. For example, 
functions of the form g(n) = n (y lnP it for 0 G LY < 1 and p 2 0 and of the form 
g(n) = n In In n/lnB it, 0 > 1 both satisfy the condition. The class of functions will 
also include nondecreasing functions such as g(n) = In* n. 
The results in this paper remain valid in higher dimensions. 
In the remainder of this section we provide some background and state our 
main result. In Section 2 we prove our result by explicitly constructing C such 
that E(M,“> = @(g(n)). In Section 3 we sketch how to extend the result to higher 
dimensions. We conclude in Section 4 with short comments about the higher 
moments of M,C, points chosen from Poisson distributions, and whether there 
exist regions C with E(M2) = @(g(n)) that are ‘simpler’ than the regions we 
construct. 
1.1. Some background and the main result 
Let p = (p . x, p . y) and q = (q . x, q . y) be points in the plane. We say that p 
dominates q if p . x Z= q . x and p . y 2 q . y. If p does not dominate q and q does 
not dominate p, then p and q are incomparable. For a set S of points in the plane 
the maximal points or maxima of S are the points’ p E S that are not dominated 
by any q E S (See Fig. 1). We denote the set of maxima in S by 
max(S) = {p E S: p is not dominated by any q E S, q #p.} 
. 
. ? 
Fig. 1. The square and the triangle contain ten points each. Of these, three points in the square are 
maximal as opposed to five in the triangle; we have marked the maximal points with X-S. The square 
has an upper-right-hand corner (U) while the triangle does not have one. Therefore the expected 
number of maxima among n points chosen I.I.D. uniformly from the square is O(lnn) while the 
expected number for the triangle is O(6). 
‘Some of the literature on the subject concerns itself with sets of vectors instead of points and 
therefore discusses maximal vectors instead of maximal points. The subject is identical though. See 
e.g., PI 131. 
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For S a set of n points chosen randomly from some distribution much work has 
been done that analyzes the expected number of maximal points, _!?(lmax(S)l) 
(see [6] for a survey). A large portion of this work defines ‘randomly’ to mean 
that the points are chosen independently and identically distributed (I.I.D.) from 
the uniform distribution over some region. For example, if the points are chosen 
I.I.D. uniformly from a rectangle with sides parallel to the Cartesian axes then 
E( lmax(s)l) = @(In n) [2,3], while if they are chosen I.I.D. uniformly from a 
circle then E(lmax(S)l) = O(fi) [6]. 
This is the problem that will interest us in this paper. Let C be some fixed 
planar region and let pl, . . . , p,, be points chosen I.I.D. uniformly from C. We 
will denote the (random variable which is the) number of maxima by M,C= 
lmax({pi, . . . j pn>)l and will study the asymptotics of E(Mc), the expected 
number of maxima. 
Quite a lot is known when C is restricted to be a convex region. There is a 
general upper bound, E(Mc) = O(G) [4,6]. Also, obviously, C’s shape must 
somehow influence the asymptotic behavior of E(M$). We say that C has an 
upper-right-hand corner if C contains a point which dominates every point in C; 
i.e., lmax(C)l = 1; the square in Fig. 1 has an upper-right-hand-corner while the 
triangle does not. It can be shown that when C has such a corner then 
E(M$) = O(log n) while, when C does not have such a corner, then E(M,“> = 
O(G) [9]; e.g., the square has E(M:) = O(log n) and the triangle has E(Mz) = 
O(G). The intuitive justification is that when C has a corner one of the pi will be 
close to that corner and dominate most of the other pi so E(Ma will be small; 
when C does not have a corner then no one point will be able to dominate most 
of the others so E(M,“> will be large. A consequence of this result is that there is 
no convex region C such that E(M3 = o(G) and E(Mk) = o(iog n). 
In this paper we will show that, if we drop the requirement that C be convex, 
then no general statements can be made about E(M;). Our main theorem is that, 
for every function g(x) GX that is a monotonically increasing function and fulfills 
certain conditions, there is some region C such that E(Mz) = @(g(n)). 
In order to precisely specify these conditions we introduce the concepts of 
regular and slow variation. Our treatment follows that of Feller [S, Section 
VIII.81. 
Definition 1. A positive (not necessarily) monotone function L defined on (0, M) 
varies slowly at infinity if and only if, for all x > 0 
lim Lo+ 1 
1-m L(t) . 
Definition 2. A function U defined on (0, m) varies regularly at infinity with 
exponent p if and only if it is of the form xPL(x) where L is slowly varying. 
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As an example, the function lr? n varies slowly at infinity, so the function 
$ln2n varies regularly at infinity with exponent 4. Similarly, the function 
l/ln2 n varies slowly at infinity, so the function n/ln2 n varies regularly at infinity 
with exponent 1. 
We now state our main result. 
Theorem 1. Let g be a continuous, monotonically increasing, almost everywhere 
differentiable function mapping (0, 00) into (0, m). Suppose that g(u) = o(u), g is 
regularly varying and, furthermore, that $7 (g(u)/u”) du G 00. Then there exists 
some planar region C such that the expected number of maximal points among n 
points chosen Z.Z. D. uniformly from C is @(g(n)): 
E(lmax({pI, . . . l P~>)I) = @(g(n)). 
Very large classes of functions g satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Some 
examples: 
(1) g(x) = xn where LY < 1. 
(2) More generally, g(x) = x lYeInfix lnYxwhereOGcw<l, 0~/3<1 and y>O. 
(3) g(x) = In’“)(x), the m-th iterated logarithm: In(‘)(x) = In x and ln(m+‘)(x) = 
ln(ln’“‘(x)) 
(4) g(x) = xlln x In In x . . . (ln’i’(x))B where p > 1. 
All of the functions above vary regularly at infinity and satisfy g(u) = o(u). For 
the functions in 1,2 and 3 it is not difficult to see that ];” (g(u)/u2) du < 00. To see 
the same for the functions g(x) given in 4 we refer to [lo, p. 511 where we find 
that, for these g(x), we have Cka, g(Zc)/Zc2 < m; thus I;” (g(u)/u2) du < 0 as well. 
The theorem therefore tells us that for each of the g in the examples above there 
is some C such that E(Mz) = @(g(n)). 
In practice, the continuity, monotonicity and differentiability requirements of 
the theorem are not as restrictive as they might seem. This is because our 
problem is discrete; E(IWz) is defined only when n is an integer. 
Let {g,}rzl be a nondecreasing sequence such that lim,_,g(n) = 0). It is 
always possible to find a monotonically increasing continuously differentiable 
function g such that [g(n) - g,l < 1. First construct a monotonically increasing 
sequence {&}r=r with ]g, - g,,] < 1. This can be done recursively as follows: set 
g, =g,. For i> 1, if gi>gi_, then set gi=gi. Otherwise gi=g,_l and we set 
gi = t[g, + 1 + &,I. Next, construct a monotonically increasing continuously 
differentiable function g such that g(n) = gn for all integral n. This is the function 
g which is then plugged into the theorem to find a C such that E(M,” = 
@(g(n)) = @(g,). 
As an example suppose that g, = In* n = max{i: In(‘) n 3 l}. The function In* 
does vary regularly (with exponent 0) but is neither monotonic nor continuously 
differentiable. Following the remarks in the previous paragraph we can construct 
a monotonically increasing continuously differentiable function g such that 
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[g(n) - In* IZI < 1 for all integral n. This g varies regularly because In* varies 
regularly. Thus there is some region C such that E(M:) = O(ln* n). 
1.2. Notation and observations 
A short list of notation and observations that we will use. 
(1) Let X be a binomial random variable with parameters n and p: 
Pr(X=i) = 
I 
(‘,‘)p’(l -p)“-’ 0 =S i S n, 
o 
otherwise. 
We will say that X is a binomial B(n, p) random variable. When X is a binomial 
B(n, p) random variable, E(X) = np and Var(X) = np(1 -p). 
(2) Let A and B be events. We denote the probability of A conditioned on B by 
Pr(A 1 B). 
(3) Let C’ c C be two planar regions. Let S = {pl, . . , pn} c C be a set of 
points. Then the points which are maximal and in C’ are a subset of the maxima 
among the points restricted to C’. That is 
max(S) fl C’ G max(S n C’). (1) 
(See Fig. 2). As a consequence, if C’, C” are two (not necessarily disjoint) 
regions such that C’ U C” = C then 
max(S) G max(S n C’) U max(S fl c). (2) 
p4 
.Pl y 
"6 
L 
.p2 
P8 z 
.p9 
Fig. 2. Let S = {p,, . , pd, C’=XUY, C”=YUZ and C=C’Uc”=XUYUZ. Then 
max(S)= {pz,ps,p2, psi and we have m=WnC'= IP~,P~~~{P~,P~,P~~ =max(SUC') and 
max(S) fl c” = {pz, p9} = max(S fl C”). 
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(4) Let g be a continuous, monotonically increasing function mapping (0, a)) 
into (0,~) with g(1) c 1 and lim,_,g(x) = m. Then the functional inverse of g is 
well defined and is a continuous, monotonically increasing function on [l, 00). 
This function, which we denote by g-‘, is the unique function which satisfies 
g(g-l(x)) = g-Y&)) =x. F or example, if g(x) = eX then gP1(x) = In x . 
2. The main construction 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. We first give sufficient conditions on g 
for the existence of a region C such that E(Mz) = @(g(n)). We then show that 
any g that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 satisfies these sufficient 
conditions. 
Theorem 2. Let g be a continuous monotonically increasing function mapping 
(0, ~0) into (0, w) with g(x) 6 x and lim,,, g(x) = 00. Let g-’ be the functional 
inverse of g: g(g-l(x)) = g-l(g(x)) = x. Suppose that g fulfills the following 
condition for all integers n > 0: 
Then there exists a connected planar region C such that, for n points pl, . . . , pn 
chosen 1.1. D. uniformly from C, the expected number of maximal points is 
@(g(n)): 
E(lmax((pl,. . . , bJ)l) = %cW). 
Proof. The proof will be in two parts. In the first we will define an infinite 
sequence of triangles Ci of decreasing size. We will show that when n points are 
chosen I.I.D. uniformly from C = lJj Ci then E(M:) = @(g(n)). In the second 
part we will show how to modify C to construct a connected region C’ with 
E(M:‘) = @(g(n)). This C’ will satisfy the theorem. 
Part 1: The construction depends heavily upon the following. 
Lemma 1. Fix d > 0 and let T be the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (d, 0) and 
(2d, 2d). Choose n points pl, . . . , p,, I. I.D. uniformly from T. Then 
E(lmax({pl, . . . , pd)l) s 2. 
Proof. Refer to Fig. 3. We may, without loss of generality, assume that d = 1. 
Otherwise we can scale the triangle by multiplying both the x and y coordinates 
by l/d leaving E(A43 unchanged. 
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Fig. 3. R(x, y) is the region containing all points in T that dominate (x, y). In the diagram R(x, y) is 
the union of the two shaded regions. The darker of the two shaded regions (the small triangle) has 
area &/2 + 1 - y][2 - (y/2 + l)] = $[l -y/2]* SO Area(R(x, y)) a i[l -y/Z]‘. 
T is the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1,O) and (2,2). From symmetry we know 
that E(lmax({p,, . . . , pn))l) = n Pr(pi e max({p,, . . . , ~~1)). Suppose that p1 = 
(x, y). Then p, is maximal if and only if none of the points p2, . . . , pn are in the 
region 
R(x,y)={p~T:p.x>xandp.ySy}. 
If (x, y) E T then y s x s y/2 + 1. Thus, for a11 (x, y) E T, 
(x -y)’ 
Area(R(x, y)) = i[l -y/2][2 - y] - 2 
> ,‘[y/2 + 1 -yJ[2 - (y/2 + l)] = $[l -y/2]? 
The derivation of these last identities/inequalities can best be understood by 
referring to Fig. 3. Now 
Pr(pi E max({pi, . . . j ~2) 
Note that Area(T) = 1 so 
Pr(pi E max({pi, . . . , ~2) 
( p = (x, y)) = (1 - *r;“,;;)))+. 
Ip = (n, y)) S (1- :[l -y/212)“-‘. 
Integrating over all possible locations of p = (x, y) we find 
E(Mg = n/2 /‘+“‘Pr(pi e max({pi, . . . , p,)) 1 p = (n, y)) dr dy 
y=o x=y 
<a 
I 
2 [l - y/2][1- i(l -y/2)2]“-1 dy. 
0 
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Fig. 4. The region C = U, C, when g(x) =x~“~, g-‘(x) =x’~” and f; =im6/‘. Note that points in 
different triangles are incomparable; if p E C, and q E C, where i f j then p and q are incomparable. 
The change of variables u = 1 - y/2 gives 
We now construct an infinite sequence Cj of smaller and smaller triangles of the 
type described by the lemma and define C = Ui C,. Fig. 4. 
Construction of C: 
1. Set 5 = l/Vm. 
2. Set x1 =y, = 0. For i > 1 set xi = xi_, + 2&, and yi =yr_r - 2f;:. 
3. For i * 1 define C, to be the copy of T which has d =f; and whose lower left 
corner is (xi, y,). That is, Cj is the triangle with vertices (xi, yi), (xi +A, yi) 
and (x; + 2$, yi + 2i). 
4. Set C = Uj Ci. 
Let C = Ci l/g-‘(i) < O”. (That c exists follows from the conditions of the 
theorem.) The Cj are pairwise disjoint. Since Area(C) = l/g-‘(i) we have that 
Area(C) = Ci l/g-‘(i) = C. 
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Not only are the C, disjoint but points in different triangles are incomparable; 
i.e., if p E Ci and q E Cj with i #j, then p and q are incomparable. Thus for any 
setofpointsS={p,,...,p,}cCwehave 
max(S) = max({p,, . . . , p,>) = U max(S n G) I 
Because the Ci are disjoint, the sets max(S II Ci) are also disjoint. Therefore for 
a set S = {pl, . . . , pn} of n points chosen I.I.D. uniformly from C 
E(lmax({pl, . . . , P~I)I) = c Wmax(S n Ci>l). (4) 
Let Xi = IS n Gil be the number of the points in triangle Ci. If X, > 0 then 
Lemma 1 tells us that 1 G E(lmax(S n Ci)l) G 2. Put another way the lemma says 
that 
E((max(S n C,)l) = O(Pr(Xi > 0)). (5) 
Now Xi is a binomial B(n, Area(Ci)/Area(C)) = B(n, l/q-‘(i)) random variable 
so. 
WmaW n ci)I) = O( I- [ I- A]‘). 
When i <g(n) we have g-‘(i) s n so 
and 
(6) 
(7) 
When i >g(n) we note that there will not be many maxima in the triangles C, 
because there will not be many points in the triangles. The condition of the 
theorem tells us that 
so 
i,zn, Wm=(S n G)l) =S i,sn, W n Gil) 
= c n Area(C,)/Area(C) 
i>&) 
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We therefore see that 
7 E(lmax(5 n CJI) = ;<zn, + i,zn, = @(g(n)) + 0(&r)) = @(g(n)). (9) 
Referring back to (4) we find that this implies 
E(lmax({p,, . . . P Pnl)l) = @k(n)) 
and Part 1 of the proof is complete. 
Part 2: The C constructed in Part 1 is not really a region; it is the union of an 
infinite number of disjoint regions. We now modify C to yield a connected region 
C’ such that E(Mz’) = @(g(n)). This C’ will satisfy the theorem. We will need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let d > 0 and d’ s 4d. Define T to be (as in Lemma 1) the triangle with 
vertices (0, 0), (d, 0) and (2d, 2d). Let R be the rectangle with vertices (0, 0), 
(d, 0), (0, -d’) and (d, -d’). Zf pl, . . . , p,, are chosen I.I.D. uniformly from 
T U R then 
E(max({p,, . . . > Pnl)> = O(l). 
Proof. Refer to Fig. 5. From equations (1) and (2) in Section 1.2 we have 
lmax({pIy.. . , p,>>l s Imax({pl j . . . f P,)> n Tl + lmax((p,, . . . , PJ) n RI. 
and 
max({p,, . . . , P,~>) n T E max((p,, . . . , PA n 0. 
Applying Lemma 1 gives 
E(lmax((p,, . . . , PA) n TI) = O(l). (10) 
Let T’ be the triangle with vertices (d, 0), (d, d) and (2d, 24. This is the 
shaded region in Fig. 5. Suppose that p1 E R. Then p, E max(p,, . . . , pn) only if 
none of pz, . . . , p,, are in T’, an event which occurs with probability 
[ 
Area( T’) 
’ - Area(T U R) 
r-’ < ($-‘- 
Thus 
n-l 
E(lmax(h . . .,pn))nRl)sn $ . c > (11) 
Combining (10) and (11) proves the lemma. q 
The new region C’ will be the union of an infinite number of regions of the 
type defined by the lemma. Fig. 6. 
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R 
(0, -0 . 
(24 24 
(4 -d’) 
Fig. 5. The region described in Lemma 2. It is the union of triangle T and rectangle R. Note that any 
point in R is dominated by any point in the shaded triangle. Note too that the shaded triangle has area 
dZ/2. We assume that d’ s 4d so (Area(shaded triangle)/Area(R U T) 3 &. 
Construction of C’: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Set fi = l/I/m. 
Set x1 = y, = 0 and for i > 1 set xi = xi-r + 25-r and Yi = Yi_r - 2& 
Define CI to be the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (fi, 0) and (2f,, 2f). 
For i > 1 define Cl to be the triangle with vertices 
(xi + 2&, Yi + 2J), (xi -2&-r, Yi - 2J-1) and (xi +J; -J-r, Yi - 2J_J. 
For i > 0 define Rj to be the rectangle with vertices 
(xi, Yi), (Xi +A, Yi), (Xi +A, Yi - 2h - 2h+1) and (Xi, Yi - 2f; - 2f;+r). 
Set C’ = Ui (Cl U Ri). 
First, note that C’ is connected. This follows from the fact that the Cl were 
defined so that the lower left corner of Rj is also the lower left corner of Ci+r (this 
is best understood by looking at Fig. 6). Thus, for all i, the region Cl U Ri U Ci+l 
is connected and C’ is connected. Secondly, C’ has bounded area. The 
h = l/vm are monotonically decreasing. Thus Area =f;:(f;: + 2J.+,) < 3ff. 
Similarly we find that, for i > 1, Area 6 4ff__,. Then 
Area G 7 Area + 7 Area = 0( 2 f:) = 0( 7 l/g-‘(i)) 
I 
where the sum in the rightmost term converges. We set c’ = Area( 
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Fig. 6. The region C’ = IJ, (Ci U Rj) when g(x) =x5’**. We have emphasized C; and R, by giving 
them a dashed boundary. The shaded region is the triangle C, defined in Part 1 of the proof. Note 
how C,c C;. 
The proof that E(MF) = @(g(n)) is almost exactly like the proof of 
E(M,” = @(g(n)) in Part 1. 
Note that the triangles C, defined in Part 1 satisfy Ci E Cl. Furthermore C’ was 
constructed in such a way that, if p E C, and q E (C’ \ C;) then q cannot dominate 
p. Thus for a set S = {pl, . . . , pn} of n points chosen I.I.D. uniformly from C’, 
we have max({p,, . . . , pll}) n Ci = max(S fl CJ. Taking expectations and sum- 
ming over i we have 
T E(lmax(S n Ci)l) s E(lmax(W = JXmax({p,, . . . , P,I)I). 02) 
Let Xi = IS Il CjJ be the number of points in the triangle Ci. Lemma 1 tells us 
that if Xi >O then E(lmax(S n CJl) = O(1). Thus 
E(lmax(S U C,)l) = O(Pr(X, > 0)). (13) 
Now Xi is a binomial 
Area(G) 
’ Area 
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random variable so 
E(lmW n G)l) = @( 1 - [l - -$&In) 1. (14) 
This is equation (6) with c replaced by c’. Repeat the analysis given between 
equations (7) and (9) to find 
2 E(lmax(S n Cj)O = @(g(n)). (15) 
Inserting this back into (12) gives the lower bound 
E(lmax(p,, . . . ) Pm = Qk(n))- (161 
To find an upper bound recall that C’ = Ui (C] U Ri). Observation (2) of 
Section 1.2 tells us that 
E(lmax(p,, . . . , PA) c c WmaxW n (Cl U WI) 
iZ1 
c tz E(lmax(S n CN 
+ c E()max(S n (Ci U &))I). 
iSI 
(17) 
Now Cl is a triangle of the type described by Lemma 1. Its base has width 
d =f;- +j_l = @(J-l) so Area = @(l/g-‘(i - 1)). We can thus use the same 
technique that led to (1.5) to prove 
,z E(lmax(S n CM = @(g(n)). (18) 
To analyze Ci>l E(lmax(S n (G U &))I) note that C, U Ri is a region of the 
form discussed by Lemma 2 with d =J and d’ = 25 + 2f;,, < 4&. Consequently if 
Sn(Ci URJ is not empty then E(lmax(S fl (C, U R,))I) = O(1). Note also 
Area(Ci U Ri) = @(l/g-‘(i)). 
What follows should be monotonously familiar: we use the same type of 
reasoning that led to (5) to get 
E(lmW n (Ci U Ri))l) = @(I- [1 - c,o(~_,cij)]n). 
Following the same reasoning that led to (9), to (15) and to (18) yields 
E(lmax({pj E Ci U Ri})l) = @k(n)). 
Combining this with equation (18) and inserting into (17) yields 
Wmaxh, . . . J PnN = W(n))- 
This upper bound matches the lower bound (16) so 
(19) 
E(lmax(pl,. . . f PnN = @k(n)) 
and the proof is finished. 0 
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We can now prove Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Let g be a continuous, monotonically increasing, almost everywhere 
differentiable function mapping (0, 03) into (0, w). Suppose that g(u) = o(u), g is 
regularly varying and, furthermore, that $7 (g(u)lu”) du G ~0. Then there exists 
some planar region C such that the expected number of maximal points among n 
points chosen I.Z. D. uniformly from C is @(g(n)): 
W=({p,, . . . 7 PA) = @(g(n)). 
Proof. We will show that if g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 then 
The proof will follow from Theorem 2. The function g is continuous and 
monotonically increasing so g-l is also continuous and monotonically increasing. 
Set k = [g(n)l. Then 
l/g-‘(k)Glln and c -&c 
i>kg ‘ci) 
Because g is monotonic and almost everywhere differentiable we can make the 
change of variable u =g-‘(x) and then integrate by parts to fmd 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that g is positive and g(x)/x + 0 as 
x + ~0. To prove (20) it will thus suffice to prove that 
The following theorem due to Feller [8, p. 2811 gives the asymptotics of the 
truncated moments of regularly varying functions. 
Theorem 3. Zf Z(x) varies regularly with exponent y and Z,*(x) = J-y yPZ( y) dy 
exists then 
tp+lZ(t)+ A 
Z;(t) 
as t--too 
whereA=-(p+y+l)aO. 
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We apply Feller’s theorem with Z = g and p = -2 to find that if Jl (g(u)/u”) du 
exists then 
But we are given that J-y (g(u)lu’) d u exists so the theorem follows. •i 
3. Higher dimensions 
Until now we have only considered maxima in the plane. In this section we 
sketch the proof that Theorem 2 (and by extension Theorem 1) is valid in higher 
dimensions as well. 
We must first extend the idea of maxima to higher dimensions. This is a quite 
natural generalization of the two-dimensional definition. Suppose p = 
(p. l,p. 2,. . . , p . d) and q = (q . 1, q . 2, . . . , q . d) are d-dimensional points. 
We say that p dominates q if p . i 2 q . i for all 1 G i G d. If S is a set of d 
dimensional points then the set of maximal points (or maxima) of S is 
max(S) = {p E S: p is not dominated by any q E S, q #p.) 
Let C be a d-dimensional region. Let S = {pl, . . . , p,,} be a set of n points 
chosen I.I.D. uniformly from C. As in the two-dimensional case we set 
Mz= Imax(S the quantity that we are interested in is E(Mz). We claim that 
Theorem 2 remains valid in d dimensions: 
Theorem 4. Let g be a continuous monotonically increasing function mupping 
(0, ~0) into (0,~) with g(x) =SX and lim,, g(x) = 00. Suppose that g fu&ills the 
following condition for all integers n > 0: 
(21) 
Then there exists a connected d-dimensional region C such that, for n points 
Pl, . . ., p,, chosen I. I.D. uniformly from C the expected number of the points that 
are maximal is @(g(n)), 
Wmax({p,, . . . ) ~2)) = @(g(n)). 
(The proof of a d-dimensional analogue to Theorem 1 will follow because the 
original proof of Theorem 1 never used the planarity of the chosen points.) 
We will only sketch the proof of Theorem 4. Looking back at the proof of Part 
1 of Theorem 2 we find that the entire proof flowed from the existence of a 
triangle T such that E(Mg = O(1) (L emma 1). Once we had such a T we 
constructed scaled copies C, such that points in different C,-s were incomparable 
and Area = @(l/g-‘(i)) and then set C = U Ci. 
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We will now show that for every d 2 2 there is a bounded d-dimensional 
simplex Td such that E(M,Td) = O(1). Following the paradigm laid down by the 
two-dimensional case we then construct scaled copies, C,, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , of Td 
such that points in different C; are incomparable and VOL,,(CJ = @(l/g-‘(i)) 
(we use VOLd() for d-dimensional volume). Setting C = lJ Ci we can prove that 
E(%) = @(g(n)) . m exactly the same way that we did in two dimensions. It will 
then remain to show how to modify C to get a connected C’ such that 
E(M,C’) = @(g(n)). Th is is done exactly as in Part 2 of the proof of Theorem 2; 
by extending the C; into Cl and attaching a hyper-rectangle to the base of Ci (the 
Td that we will define have flat bases). We omit the details. 
We now show that there is a region Td that satisfies our criterion. 
Lemma 3. Let Td be the d-dimensional simplex with vertices q,,, q,, . . . , qd given 
by 
qi,i= I i+l-j ifj<i, 0 otherwise. 
Then E(M,‘d> = O(1). 
The vertices of the first few Td are shown in Table 1. 
Note. The triangle T introduced in Lemma 1 is T2 scaled by the transformation 
(-5 y)+ (4 2~). It i s not difficult to show that E(Mz) = E(M2). The reason that 
we used T and not T2 in Lemma 1 was to insure that Area(T) = 1. 
Proof. Let TL be the (d - 1 dimensional) polytope with vertices qt, . . . , qd-,. 
This region can be thought of as a copy of the (d - 1)-dimensional region Td_, in 
the hyperplane p . d = 0 in d-space, i.e. a point (q . 1, q . 2, . . . , q . (d - 1)) E 
Td_-l if and only if the point (q . 1, 4. 2, . . . , 4. (d - l), 0) E T&. 
In this notation it is not difficult to convince oneself that Td is the polytope with 
base Ti and apex qd, i.e. every point q = (q . 1, q . 2, . . . , q . d) E Td has a 
unique representation q = aqd + (1 - cu)q’ where 4’ E Ti and 0 S (Y S 1. Further, 
since TL lies on the hyperplane p . d = 0 we must have LY = q . d. 
Table 1 
i-, T, G T4 
(0) (O,O) (O,O,O) (O,O, to) 
(1) (190) (l,O,O) (l,O,O,O) 
(2,l) c&l, 0) (2,1,0,0) 
(3,&l) (3,L 1,O) 
(4,3,2,1) 
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Set F, = {q E Td: q, d = ac}, the intersection of Td with the hyperplane q . d = a. 
Its (d - 1)-dimensional volume is 
VOL,_,(F,) = (1 - #--l VOLd_l(T&l). 
Set R(q) to be the set of all points in Td that dominate q: 
R(q) = {p E Td, p dominates q} 
Now qd_-l dominates all points in F,, so the point mqn + (1 - a)qd_l dominates all 
points in F,. Therefore, for all q E F, 
R(q) 1 R(w, + (I- ah/-,I 
and 
VOL#(q)) 3 VOL,(R(mq, + (1 - a)%I)) = (1 - a)” VOLd(R(%-l)). 
We can now prove the lemma. Let pl , . . . , p,, be chosen I.I.D. uniformly from 
Td. Wedenotep,=(p. l,p.2,. . ., p . d). Then, using the observations above, 
F(Ma = n Pr(p, is maximal in {p, , . . . , p,}) 
=pE I( 1 _ VOL@(P)) Td voL,(Td) > n--l dp 
Sn i,’ VOLd&)(l - VOLd(R(% + (I- a)%-,)) 
voLd( 7h) 
‘-’ da 
=0OL,,(T~_~)j-;=,>(l- n)“-l(l-(l-n).‘vo~~~~~~j”‘)‘-lda 
= .._,,i’ pd-‘( 1 - $3”)“-* d@ = O(1) 
0 ad 
where p*l - cy and ad = VOLJT,), bd = VOLd(R(qd-,)) are constants. q 
4. Final comments 
In this section we make some final comments about the results derived in this 
paper. We start with some words on the higher moments of MF, continue by 
discussing points drawn from Poisson distributions, and close with a comment as 
to why it might be difficult to find ‘simpler’ regions C such that E(Mz) = 
@(g(n)). 
First, we quickly discuss the idea of higher moments. Is it possible to specify 
the higher moments of MC as well as its expectation? For example, given 
functions g and h can we find C such that E(M:) = @(g(n)) and E((Mz)‘) = 
@(h(n)). The answer is almost always no. This follows immediately from a result 
of Devroye [5, p.1121 which implies that, if E(M$) = @(g(n)) where g is 
nondecreasing, and p z 1, then E((iW,C‘)p) = O(gP(n)). 
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As an example, suppose C was constructed so that E(Mc) = O(n”3). Then 
E((M,C)p) = 0(nP’3) for all p Z= 1. 
Now let g be a function and C be a region constructed as in the paper so that 
E(M,” = @(g(n)). Without going into details we claim that if points are chosen 
from a Poisson distribution with intensity IZ from region C, then the expected 
number of them that are maximal will also be @(g(n)). The proof is almost 
exactly the same as that of Theorem 2 and is omitted. 
We conclude with a brief discussion as to whether the regions constructed by 
Theorem 2 must be as complicated as the ones presented. Is it possible to find 
much ‘simpler’ regions, perhaps even polygons, that can be tailored to satisfy 
E(M,C) = @(g(n))? D’d 1 we engage in mathematical overkill in or constructions? 
We do not have a formal proof but the following argument hints that the 
answer is probably no. As mentioned in the beginning of the paper it is known 
that if C is convex then E(M,“> = O(G). Thus, if a region C can be decomposed 
into a finite number of convex regions (triangulated), then E(Mz) = O(fi) as 
well. Consequentially, if g(n) = w(G) and C . IS such that E(Mz) = @(g(n)) then, 
if the boundary of C is piecewise linear, the boundary must have an infinite 
number of sides. 
We close by posing the following question; if g(n) = O(6) then the associated 
region C constructed by Theorem 2 has a boundary with finite length. If 
g(n) = w<ti> th en the constructed region has a boundary with infinite length. 
The question is whether it is possible, even in the cases where g(n) = o(G), to 
construct appropriate C with finite boundary length. The author conjectures that 
such a construction is impossible. 
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